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Purpose of the STSM
The surface properties of wood particles are one of the key factors for the development of
mechanical and physical properties in particle boards. A plasma treatment at atmospheric pressure
with ambient air enhances the polarity of wooden surfaces (Wolkenhauer, Avramidis et al. 2008;
Avramidis, Hauswald et al. 2009). Therefore, a plasma treatment of wood particles was done prior to
the particleboard production to increase the resin coverage area of an urea formaldehyde adhesive
system and thereby enhance the bonding performance of the particle board. Plasma treated particle
boards with various resin contents showed increased internal bond strengths of approximately 0.1
MPa compared to the respective controls. The modulus of rupture, modulus of elasticity and water
related properties were only enhanced when using low resin content (Altgen, Bellmann et al. 2015).
As the plasma treatment changes the wetting properties of the UF adhesive on the wood particles, it
is assumed that the enhanced mechanical properties of the particle boards are caused by higher UF
resin coverage on the wood particles, generating more continuous glue lines within particle boards.
However, it remains unclear why this is only effective for MOR, MOE and water related properties
with low level contents, whereas the IB is enhanced for all resin levels.
Warren Grigsby and Armin Thumm have developed a microscopy technique to evaluate the resin and
wax coverage on fibers within hardboards and on single fibers within different process steps (Grigsby
and Thumm 2012; Grigsby and Thumm 2012). The purpose of the STSM was to adapt the existing
methodology used for fiberboards to particle boards. In a second step the methodology should be
used to analyze the resin distribution on plasma treated particles and thereof produced particle
boards compared to the untreated reference.

Description of the work carried out during the STSM
At the University of Göttingen a stained UF resin has been prepared according to the protocol of
Warren Grigsby. This resin was used to produce particle boards with either plasma treated or
untreated particles using various resin contents (resin content based on dry weight: 3, 5 and 7%). For
microscopic evaluation, particles were collected after the glue application in the rotary drum and
board samples of thereof produced particle boards.
At Scion different embedding procedures have been tested for particles and particle board samples
to work out a suitable preparation of the samples for the confocal and fluorescence microscope. The
samples have been embedded either in wax or LR white resin. The wax samples were cut with a
sledge microtome whereas the LR white embedded samples were grinded to generate a smooth
surface for the confocal microscope. For both, the particles and the board samples, the LR white
embedding was superior for using the confocal microscope, as the grinding procedure enabled the
generation of parallel sample surfaces. Other challenges in cutting particle board samples are the
different orientation of the single particles and the occurrence of large voids within the boards. The
LR white resin was best suited to handle these problems.
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Fig. 1: Left: LR white embedded particle board samples on the left and particle samples on the right. Right: illustration of
the high density (HD) and low density areas (LD) with the particleboard samples

The information gained in this STSM can be divided into qualitative and quantitative information for
both particles and particle boards as seen in Table 1. Although the produced particle boards were
one layered low density and high density areas were distinguished (see Fig. 1) as the boards still
display an u-shaped density profile.
Table 1: Overview on the image approach

Particles

Particle board

Detailed images of particle crosssections using 10x, 20x, 40x, and 63x
objectives to evaluate the resin behavior
on the particle surface before pressing.

Detailed images of bondlines within
particle boards using 10x, 20x, 40x, and
63x objectives to evaluate the resin
behavior in different areas within the
particle boards.

Quantitative Images of the whole particle using a
information dissectioning
microscope
and
fluorescent light for analysis of the resin
coverage on particles.

Images of resin and wood in high density
(HD) and low density (LD) areas using a 10x
objective
to
analyze
the
resin
distribution.

Qualitative
information

Description of the main results obtained
As the evaluation of the generated data is still ongoing, only a few and mainly qualitative results can
be shown at this stage.
Particles
The resin on particles is rather located within the lumen of the first cells close to the particle surface
than on the surface of the particle itself (see Fig. 2). One explanation for this effect could be that the
resin is soaked into the particle by capillary forces as soon as it hits an opened tracheid on the
particle surface. This might be caused by the relatively low viscosity of the used UF resin. This was
observed with all resin loadings and for references and plasma treated samples. Therefore there
were no difference between the reference and plasma treated particles.
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Fig. 2: Cross sections of glued particles. The resin is displayed in yellow/green. The auto fluorescence of the cell wall
is red.

Particle boards
Comparing the cross sections of particle boards with different resin content and different treatments
as seen in Fig. 3 there is no obvious difference in appearance between the plasma treated and
reference boards concerning the resin distribution. Between adjacent particles the glue lines are
visible. In general the resin distribution is quite inhomogeneous and all boards show areas with great
voids. The quantitative analysis of the resin distribution is still ongoing and might detect differences
in adhesive distribution between plasma treated samples and the respective reference that are not
visible to the naked eye.
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Fig. 3: Cross sections through particle boards (resin= green, wood= red). A) 3% reference, B) 3% plasma , C) 5 % reference,
D) 5% plasma, E) 7% reference, F) 7% plasma.
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Fig. 4 shows three adjacent particles and their glue lines within a particle board. The resin is either
filling the lumen of the tracheids or forming a thin resin layer on the cell wall

Fig. 4: Crosscut through the adjacent glues particles (HD area).

Very often it is observed, that a lot of resin is not contributing to the glue line formation but rather
bulked in the cell lumen of the first cells of the surface. This is already seen in the particles before the
pressing step as described before. An example is shown in Fig. 5. Compared to the total amount of
resin observed only a bit of resin forms the glue line between the two particles.

Fig. 5: Glue line between two particles that are arranged
perpendicular to each other (HD area).
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Occasionally, it could be observed that the glue interphase broke between cell wall and resin, but
also within the resin itself. This is specifically valid for LD areas. As seen in Fig. 6, there are fibers with
only the lower half of the lumens filled with resin. This is unusual, as the resin more likely covers the
whole cell wall with a thin resin film or blocks the whole lumen (compare Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) than
only one half. As the surface of the resin in the lumen displays the same shape as the faced cell wall,
this is evidence for a separation of the two components after hardening of the resin (see arrows in
Fig. 6). This could happen within different steps of the production chain, especially during opening of
the press. If the board is still too moist after the pressing time, the vapor pressure in the middle of
the board can lead to blisters. A similar effect can be seen in Fig. 7. Here the glue displays a rough
surface with a grainy appearance. As described previously, the facing side of the resin fits together,
but in this case the breakage happened within the resin. This could be an indication that the cure of
the resin was not completed at the end of the pressing step, because these particle boards were
produced with higher moisture content.

Fig. 6: Image of one glue line in a LD area of a 3% resin
particleboard. Arrows mark areas with a separation of glue and cell
wall

The tests of mechanical properties of the boards will clarify these observations.
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Fig. 7: Image of one glue line in a LD area of a 7% resin
particleboard. Arrows mark areas with a separation of glue

For quantitative evaluation, images of whole particles were taken using a fluorescent dissectioning
microscope. The particles were additionally stained with Safranine to enhance the contrast. The
quantification of the resin coverage and the amount of droplets per resin area is currently in
progress.

Fig. 8: Image of a glued particle using a fluorescence microscope and Safranine staining.

Future collaboration with the host institution
The evaluation of the microscopy images is currently in progress and the mechanical tests are not
completed yet. Therefore, the collaboration is still ongoing. Since we consider the results promising,
it is planned to extend the setup by adding different UF resin systems based on the molecular weight.
As the collaboration between the university of Göttingen and Scion was very productive and well
organized further projects are planned in the future.
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Foreseen publications/articles resulting from the STSM
Once the evaluation is completed it is planned to publish the results in an adequate journal.
Confirmation of the host institution of the successful execution of the STSM
The confirmation is sent in a separate PDF:
Further comments
I would like to thank the people at Scion for the great time I had, especially Warren Grigsby, Armin
Thumm, Alan Dickson, Lloyd Donaldson, Toni Sinisa and David Sandquist. Everyone was very helpful
and I had many good discussions. They made it possible to gain as much as possible during my short
visit. Further I would like to thank the COST FP1006 committee for the financial support.
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